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Abstract In general, researchers analyzing inventory models under two-part trade credit considered that the buyer either pays full purchase cost during the pre-specified credit period and take the advantage of cash discount or settles the account within a longer allowable credit period at the regular purchase price. In this paper, we model decision policies when buyer may pay part of purchase cost within a permissible shorter credit period and gets a cash discount in purchase cost and then the remaining account is settled within the longer permissible credit period. The demand rate is considered to be price-sensitive trapezoidal and units in inventory are subject to constant rate of deterioration. An algorithm is proposed to compute the optimal retail price, cycle time and biddable fraction of payments to be paid which maximizes the decision maker’s profit per unit time. Numerical examples are given to illustrate the proposed problem. It is observed that the buyer is beneficial under biddable two-part trade credit scenario as compared to either not paying anything within shorter credit period or paying in full within longer permissible credit period.
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1. Introduction

The offer of trade credit from vendor attracts a buyer to stock more goods without any investment. Zhou (2009) documented that around 70-80% of business between the players of the business is based on trade credit. In general, the vendor adopts either anet credit period in which a buyer has to settle payment in a fixed period or a two-part trade credit in which a buyer gets a discount in purchase price of an item if payment is made within an offered shorter period, otherwise the full payment is to be settled within the pre-specified longer credit period. For example, under ‘2/10 net 30’, the widely used two-part trade credit scenario, a buyer will get 2% discount in the purchase cost of an item if the account is settled within 10-days of receipt of goods otherwise settles the full purchase cost within 30-days. This type of trade credit is termed as two-part trade credit. Two-part trade credit is denoted as ‘β/M₁ net M₂’ under which the buyer receives a cash discount of β percentage in unit purchase cost if payment is made by M₁; otherwise the buyer pays by M₂ at a regular purchase cost.

The buyer is prominent decision maker who bids for preferable contract terms and thereby reducing his investments in terms of purchase cost (Klapper et al. 2012). Fabbri and Klapper (2011) advocated that when the buyer has constraint of investment, the supplier should offer flexible payment schemes to increase the demand from the buyer resulting increase of cash in-flow. Using this concept, Zhou et al. (2012) modeled a flexible two-part trade credit(β/M₁ net M₂) under which the buyer is allowed to pay λ percent of the total purchase cost within M₁ time and avail of the cash discount of β percentage in unit purchase price and then settle the remaining account of (1−λ) percent of the total purchase cost at regular price within allowable period M₂. The demand rate was considered to be constant. However, in electronic industry, textile industry, food and beverages industry etc., the demand increases linearly with time for some time point, attains constant in some time interval and then decreases exponentially with time. This type of demand is termed as trapezoidal demand (Cheng et al. (2011)). The recent
examples are of iPhone-4S, Blackberry Bold 9790, air seats in aviation industry during vacation or week-ends, where the trapezoidal demand is observed.

The concept of trade credit was first modeled by Goyal (1985). The analysis of this promotional tool was explored by many researchers. Refer to review articles on inventory modeling and trade credit by Goyal et al. (2008) and Shah et al. (2010). Ouyang et al. (2009) determined an economic order quantity for deteriorating items with partial trade credit linked to order quantity. Huang (2003) discussed inventory model when the retailer passes some credit period to the buyer which is offered to him by the supplier. Shah and Raykundaliya (2011) determined inventory policies when demand declines under two -level trade credit schemes. Ho (2011) discussed integrated decision for two players of a supply chain under a two-level trade credit policy. Zhou et al. (2012) developed a two-echelon non-cooperative supply chain model when the retailer has floor space constraint and demand is stock-dependent under delay in payments policy. Other related articles are by Teng and Chang (2009), Min et al. (2010), Teng et al. (2012) and their cited references.

In this research, the optimal retail price, cycle time and payment policy for the buyer is worked out under a biddable two-part trade credit policy when demand is price-sensitive trapezoidal and units in inventory deteriorate at a constant rate. Using numerical data, it is established that the proposed concept is favorable to buyer as compared to the traditional one.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, notations and assumptions are listed. Section 3 is mathematical model of the proposed concept. In section 4, algorithm is proposed to determine the optimal policy. Section 5 exhibits numerical examples and sensitivity analysis. Section 6 concludes the study.

2. Notations and Assumptions

2.1. Notations

\[ R \quad (= R(P,t)) \quad \text{Market demand rate} \]

The demand \( R(P,t) \) is considered to be a trapezoidal type whose functional form is

\[
R(P,t) = \begin{cases} 
    f(t) P^{-\eta}; & 0 \leq t \leq u_1 \\
    R_0 P^{-\eta}; & u_1 \leq t \leq u_2 \\
    g(t) P^{-\eta}; & u_2 \leq t \leq T 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( u_1 \) is time point when the increasing demand function \( f(t) \) changes to constant demand and \( u_2 \) is the time point from where constant demand starts decreasing exponentially. In this study, we take \( f(t) \) to be liner in \( t \), \( R_0 = f(u_1) = g(u_2) \) and \( g(t) \) to be exponentially decreasing in \( t \). So the demand function is

\[
R(P,t) = \begin{cases} 
    R_1(P,t); & 0 \leq t \leq u_1 \\
    R_2(P,t); & u_1 \leq t \leq u_2 \\
    R_3(P,t); & u_2 \leq t \leq T 
\end{cases}
\]

where;

\[
R_1(P,t) = a(1 + b_1 t)^{P^{-\eta}} \\
R_2(P,t) = a(1 + b_1 u_1)^{P^{-\eta}} \\
R_3(P,t) = a(1 + b_1 u_2) e^{-b_2(t-u_1)} P^{-\eta}
\]

where; \( a > 0 \) is scale demand, \( 0 < b_1, b_2 < 1 \) denote the rates of change of demand, \( \eta > 1 \) is mark-up and \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) are time points at which demand pattern changes. (Fig. 1)

Hence, total demand, \( R_P \) during cycle time \([0, T]\) is given by

\[
R_P = \int_0^{u_1} R_1(P,t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} R_2(P,t) dt + \int_{u_2}^{T} R_3(P,t) dt
\]

\[ \theta \quad \text{Constant deterioration rate of units; } 0 < \theta < 1 \]

\[ A_b \quad \text{Ordering cost per order ($/order)} \]

\[ C_b \quad \text{Unit purchase cost ($/unit)} \]

\[ P \quad \text{Unit selling price ($/unit) (a decision variable)} \]

\[ I_k \quad \text{Holding cost charge fraction per unit per year excluding interest charges} \]

\[ I_{bc} \quad \text{Interest earned per dollar per year by the buyer} \]

\[ I_{bc} \quad \text{Interest charged per dollar in stocks per year for} \]
the buyer

\( \beta / M_1 \) net \( M_2 \)

The supplier offers a \( \beta \) discount \((0 < \beta < 1)\) if the payment is made within \( M_1 \) time, otherwise the account against purchases made is to be settled at time \( M_2 \); where \( M_2 > M_1 \geq 0 \)

\( \lambda \) The percentage of the purchase cost that the buyer pays to the vendor at the time \( M_1 \) (a decision variable)

\( 1 - \lambda \) The fraction of the purchase cost that the buyer pays to the vendor at the time \( M_2 \)

\( T \) Cycle time (a decision variable)

The buyer’s profit function per unit time

\[ \pi(\lambda, P, T) \]

2.2. Assumptions

The development of mathematical model is based on following assumptions.

The buyer stocks single item.

Shortages are not allowed. Lead-time is zero.

The demand rate \( R(P, t) \) is price-sensitive trapezoidal.

\[
R(P, t) = \begin{cases} 
R_1(P, t); & 0 \leq t \leq u_1 \\
R_2(P, t); & u_1 \leq t \leq u_2 \\
R_3(P, t); & u_2 \leq t \leq T 
\end{cases}
\]

where

\[
R_1(P, t) = a(1 + b_1 t)P^{-\eta} \\
R_2(P, t) = a(1 + b_1 u_1)P^{-\eta} \\
R_3(P, t) = a(1 + b_1 u_2) e^{-b_2(t-u_2)}P^{-\eta}
\]

where \( a > 0 \) is scale demand, \( 0 < b_1, b_2 < 1 \) denote the rates of change of demand, \( \eta > 1 \) is mark-up and \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) are time points at which demand pattern changes.

The buyer can accumulate revenue and earn interest from the beginning of the cycle until the end of the allowable trade credit offered by the vendor. In \( \beta / M_1, M_2 \) net credit scenario, the buyer can earn interest during \([0, M_2]\) at rate \( I_{bc} \).

The deteriorated units can neither be replaced nor repaired during the cycle time.

3. Mathematical Model

The total profit per unit time of the buyer comprises of the following components.

1) Gross revenue per unit time;
\[
GR = \frac{(P - C_b)Q}{T}; (Q \text{ is defined in Appendix A)}
\]

2) Ordering cost per unit time;
\[
OC_b = \frac{A_b}{T}
\]

3) Holding cost excluding interest charges per unit time;
\[
HC_b = \frac{C_h}{T} \int_0^T I(t) \, dt \quad \text{(Appendix B)}
\]

4) Discount revenue per unit time;
\[
DR = \frac{\beta \lambda C_b Q}{T}
\]

The interest earned and/or charged per unit time depends upon the lengths of \( T, M_1 \) and \( M_2 \). Three cases may arise:

(i) \( T \leq M_1 \); (ii) \( M_1 < T \leq M_2 \); and (iii) \( T > M_2 \).

Using assumption (4), we compute the interest charged/earned per unit time for the buyer as follows:

Case 1: \( T \leq M_1 \) (Fig. 2)

Here, the cycle time ends before the shorter permissible credit period. The buyer has sold all the items before the due payment time and generated revenue which facilitated to earn interest on the generated revenue during \([0, T]\), on full sales revenue during period \([T, M_1]\) and on \((1 - \lambda)\) - portion of full sales revenue during the period \([M_1, M_2]\).

Hence, the total interest earned per unit time; \( IE_1 \) is
IE_1 = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_0^{u_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{T} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \\
+ \frac{PI_{bc}(M_1 - T)}{T} \left[ \int_0^{u_1} R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{T} R_3(P,t)dt \right] \\
+ \frac{PI_{bc}(1 - \lambda)(M_2 - M_1)}{T} \left[ \int_0^{u_1} R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{T} R_3(P,t)dt \right]

Case 2: \( M_1 < T \leq M_2 \)

In this scenario, the buyer does \( \lambda \) % of payment against total purchase cost at discounted purchase price \( M_1 \) which is before the completion of the cycle time. Depending on values of \( M_1 \) and \( \lambda T \), the possible two sub-cases are (i) \( \lambda T < M_1 \) and (ii) \( \lambda T \geq M_1 \).

In our model, the demand rate is changing at two time points viz. \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \). Let us compute interest earned per unit time for \( \lambda T < M_1 \) by considering lengths of \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \).

Sub case 2.1: \( \lambda T < M_1 \) (Fig. 3)

Figure 3. \( \lambda T < M_1 < T \leq M_2 \)

In this case, the buyer has generated more revenue than the \( \lambda \) fraction of purchase cost at time \( M_1 \). Also \( T \leq M_2 \), the buyer has sold off all the units before the payment is due. Hence, the interest charged \( IC_{2.1}(\lambda T < M_1) \) for the buyer is zero. As shown in figure 3, the buyer accumulate interest (1) during \([0,M_1]\), the buyer earns interest on sales revenue; (2) at time \( M_1 \), the retailer pay \( \lambda \) portion of purchase cost to the vendor and earns interest on \((1 - \lambda)\) portion of purchase cost during \([M_1,M_2]\); and (3) after time \( M_1 \), the buyer earns interest on sales revenue by selling the item until \( T\) - time units, and on \((1 - \lambda)\) fraction of full sales revenue during \([T,M_2]\). Hence, the total interest is
\[ IE_{2.1}(\lambda T < M_1) = \frac{PI_{be}}{T} \int_0^{M_1} t \cdot R(P,t)dt + \frac{PI_{be}(M_2 - M_1)(1 - \lambda)}{T} \int_0^T R(P,t)dt - \frac{PI_{be}}{T} \left[ \int \frac{t \cdot R(P,t)dt}{M_1} \right] \]

\[
\begin{cases}
IE_{2.1}(u_1 < u_2 < \lambda T < M_1) \\
IE_{2.1}(\lambda T < u_1 < u_2 < M_1) \\
IE_{2.1}(\lambda T < M_1 < u_1 < u_2) \\
IE_{2.1}(u_1 < \lambda T < u_2 < M_1) \\
IE_{2.1}(u_1 < \lambda T < M_1 < u_2) \\
IE_{2.1}(\lambda T < u_1 < M_1 < u_2)
\end{cases}
\]

\( \text{(See Appendix D) } \)

Sub case 2.2: \( \lambda T \geq M_1 \) (Fig. 4)

Figure 4. \( \lambda T \geq M_1 \)

In this scenario, to avail of the discount in unit purchase price, the buyer pays \( \lambda \) percentage of purchase cost by time \( M_1 \). The buyer’s sales revenue is less than the \( \lambda \) percentage of purchase cost because the offered credit period \( M_1 \) is less than the time \( \lambda T \). Hence, the buyer pays interest charges for the items in the stock during \([ M_1, \lambda T ]\) at an interest rate \( I_{bc} \) per dollar per year. Therefore, the interest charged per unit time is given by

\[ IC_{2.2}(\lambda T \geq M_1) = \frac{C_b(1 - \beta)}{T} I_{bc} \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I(t)dt \]

\[
\begin{cases}
IC_{2.2}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 \leq \lambda T) \\
IC_{2.2}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) \\
IC_{2.2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < u_2) \\
IC_{2.2}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) \\
IC_{2.2}(u_1 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2) \\
IC_{2.2}(M_1 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2)
\end{cases}
\]

(See Appendix E)

The buyer earns interest (1) during \([ 0, M_1 ]\) on the generated sales revenue; (2) during \([ \lambda T, T ]\), on the sales revenue by
solving the items and on \((1 - \lambda)\) fraction of full sales revenue during the period \([T, M_2]\). Hence, the total interest earned per unit time is

\[
IE_{2.2}(\lambda T \geq M_1) = \frac{P I_{bc}}{T} \int_0^{M_1} t \cdot R(P, t) dt + \frac{PI_{bc}(1 - \lambda)}{T} \int_{\lambda T}^T t \cdot R(P, t) dt + \frac{P(1 - \lambda) I_{bc}}{T} \int_0^T R(P, t) dt (M_2 - T)
\]

\[
= \begin{cases} 
IE_{2.2}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 < \lambda T) \\
IE_{2.2}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < \lambda T) \\
IE_{2.2}(M_1 < M_T < u_1 < u_2) \\
IE_{2.2}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < \lambda T) \\
IE_{2.2}(u_1 < M_1 < \lambda T < u_2) \\
IE_{2.2}(M_1 < u_1 < \lambda T < u_2)
\end{cases}
\] 

(See Appendix F)

Case 3: \(T > M_2\)

Depending on values of \(M_1, M_2\) and \(\lambda T\), the possible two sub-cases are (i) \(\lambda T < M_1\) (ii) \(M_1 < \lambda T < M_2\) and (iii) \(\lambda T \geq M_2\). The values of \(u_1\) and \(u_2\) will sub branch each sub-cases as discussed below.

Sub-case 3.1: \(\lambda T < M_1\) (Fig.5)

Here, the buyer has sufficient amount in the account to pay \(\lambda\) fraction of purchase cost at time \(M_1\). As \(M_2 < T\), the buyer has unsold stock in the inventory at \(M_2\). So the interest charges per unit time is

\[
IC_{3.1}(\lambda T < M_1) = \frac{C I_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_2}^T I(t) dt
\]

\[
= \begin{cases} 
IC_{3.1}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 < M_2) \\
IC_{3.1}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) \\
IC_{3.1}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) \\
IC_{3.1}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < M_2) \\
IC_{3.1}(u_1 < M_1 < M_2 < u_2) \\
IC_{3.1}(M_1 < u_1 < M_2 < u_2)
\end{cases}
\] 

(See Appendix G)
The buyer earns interest on (1) the generated revenue during $[0, M_1]$ (2) at time $M_1$, the buyer pays $\lambda$ percentage of the purchase cost and earns interest on $(1 - \lambda)$ fraction of purchase cost during $[M_1, M_2]$ and (3) on the average sales revenue during $[T, M_2]$. Hence, the total interest earned per unit time is

$$IE_{3.1}(\lambda T < M_1) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \int_0^{\lambda T} t \cdot R(P, t) \, dt + \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R(P, t) \, dt + \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R(P, t) \, dt$$

Sub-case 3.2: $M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2$ (Fig.6)

Here, at time $M_1$, the buyer pays $\lambda$ fraction of purchase cost and take advantage of discount in unit purchase price. Since $M_1 \leq \lambda T$, the buyer pays interest charges during $[M_1, \lambda T]$ and also during $[M_2, T]$. Hence, total interest paid per unit time by the buyer is
IC_{1,2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I(t)dt + \frac{C_b I_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_2}^{T} I(t)dt

\begin{cases}
IC_{1,2}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2) \\
IC_{1,2}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T < M_2) \\
IC_{1,2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) \\
IC_{1,2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2 < u_1 < u_2) \\
IC_{1,2}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T < M_2) \\
IC_{1,2}(u_1 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) \\
IC_{1,2}(M_1 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) \\
IC_{1,2}(M_1 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2 < u_2) \\
IC_{1,2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < M_2 < u_2)
\end{cases}

(See Appendix I)

The interest earned by the buyer per unit time is

IE_{1,2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2) = \frac{PI_{be}}{T} \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R(P, t)dt + \frac{PI_{be}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R(P, t)dt

\begin{cases}
IE_{1,2}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2) \\
IE_{1,2}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T < M_2) \\
IE_{1,2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) \\
IE_{1,2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2 < u_1 < u_2) \\
IE_{1,2}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T < M_2) \\
IE_{1,2}(u_1 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) \\
IE_{1,2}(M_1 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) \\
IE_{1,2}(M_1 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2 < u_2) \\
IE_{1,2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < M_2 < u_2)
\end{cases}

(See Appendix J)

Sub-case 3.3: \( M_2 \leq \lambda T \) (Fig. 7)
In this scenario, the interest earned per unit time by the buyer is given by

\[ IE_{3,3} (M_2 \leq \lambda T) = \int_0^T t \cdot R(P, t) dt \]

where

\[ R(P, t) = \begin{cases} \pi_1 (\lambda, P, T) & , T \leq M_1 \\ \pi_{2,1} (\lambda, P, T) & , M_1 < T \leq M_2 \\ \pi_{2,2} (\lambda, P, T) & , M_2 < T \leq M_3 \\ \pi_{3,1} (\lambda, P, T) & , M_3 < T \leq M_4 \end{cases} \]

and the interest paid per unit time on the unsold items by the buyer is

\[ IC_{3,3} (M_2 \leq \lambda T) = \int_0^T I(t) dt \]

and the objective function given in equation (1) is continuous in \( \lambda, P \) and \( T \). Our goal is to compute three decision variables that maximize buyer's annual profit \( \pi (\lambda, P, T) \) per unit time for biddable payment under two-part trade credit policy.

4. Computational Algorithm

We outline following steps to determine optimal policies for the buyer to maximize the total profit per unit time.
Step 1: Assign values to the inventory parameters.

Step 2: Solve \( \frac{\partial \pi}{\partial \lambda} = 0, \frac{\partial \pi}{\partial P} = 0 \) and \( \frac{\partial \pi}{\partial T} = 0 \) simultaneously. Check conditions given in case \( i; i = 1, 2, 3 \). Identify the time scenario and find out maximum profit.

Step 3: Knowing optimal policy \( (\lambda, P, T) \), compute \( Q \) (given in Appendix A).

5. Numerical Examples and Sensitivity Analysis

Example 1: Suppose \( a = 3000000 \) units, \( \eta = 1.25, b_1 = 7\%, b_2 = 5\%, u_1 = 15 \) days, \( u_2 = 25 \) days, \( C_b = $10 \) unit, \( A_b = $300 \) order, \( I_b = 10\%/annum, I_{bc} = 20\%/annum, I_{bc} = 15\%/year \) and \( \theta = 0.1 \). A credit term considered is ‘4/10 net 30’. That means if buyer pays by \( M_1 = 10 \) days, the discount \( \beta = 4\% \) in purchase cost is offered. Otherwise, payment is to be settled by \( M_2 = 30 \) days. Following steps outlined in section 5, the buyer’s optimal fraction of payment \( \lambda \) is 67% at \( M_1 \). This suggests 33% of the purchase cost should be paid at \( M_2 \). With this payment policy, the retailer’s cycle time is \( T = 24 \) days and selling price \( P = $48.77 \) unit. This obtains maximum profit of $9,07,737.

The concavity of the profit with respect to retail price, cycle time is shown in fig. 9 and fig. 10 respectively. From fig. 8, it is observed that the buyer’s profit is convex with respect to biddable payment to be made at earlier date to avail of discount in unit purchase price. The 3-D plots given in figures 11-13 suggest that buyer’s profit is maximum for the proposed concept.

Example 2: Assuming all parametric values of the model as given in example 1 except \( u_1 = 15 \) days and \( u_2 = 45 \) days gives that \( \lambda = 1 \) suggesting that the buyer should settle full account at \( M_1 \). The corresponding cycle time is 53 days an selling price is 48.65. This results the maximum profit of $8,97,652.

Next, we carry out the sensitivity analysis by changing inventory parameters given in example 1 as –20%, –10%, +10% and +20% to get managerial insights for the decision maker. In Fig. 14, variations in early payment fraction \( \lambda \) are studied. It is observed that \( \lambda \) has highly positive impact due to changes in scale demand and interest paid by the buyer. Though scale demand is uncontrollable, interest to be paid on unsold stock can be reduced by selling items in time \( \lambda \) is positively sensitive to offered payment time and inventory carrying charge fraction. The ordering cost and the time point when demand starts decreasing exponentially are negatively related to \( \lambda \). This suggests retailer to save in ordering cost by larger order though the inventory carrying charged fraction will hinder for larger order. So, the retailer should find out the trade-off
between these two parameters. The purchase cost of an item has negative impact on λ which suggests that the decision maker should do smaller fraction of payment at earlier date for costlier items. From Fig. 15, we see that increase in purchase cost increases selling price while other inventory parameters decrease selling price. In Fig. 16, variations in cycle time are depicted. The price elasticity, larger offered delay period and the time point when demand starts decreasing increases cycle time significantly. Increase in discount rate of units in purchase price decreases cycle time. This establishes that the offer of early payment by taking advantage of discount in unit purchase price is beneficial to the retailer. In Fig. 17, profit variations are studied. The profit sharply increases with increase in discount in unit purchase price, scale demand, early payment time, the rate at which demand increases and the time in which demand increases and remains constant. Thus, the retailer is beneficial if the inventory policies are planned considering positive impact of these parameters.
rate is price-sensitive trapezoidal. In this paper, it is assumed that the supplier permits the retailer to pay any fraction of the purchase cost within time $M_1$ and the remaining account is to be settled by $M_2$, where $M_1 < M_2$. The retailer’s profit is maximized with respect to optimal selling price, ordering policy and payment option. Numerical examples are given to validate the proposed problem.

The given analysis will help the supplier to allow the retailer to pay fraction of purchase cost at $M_1$ and rest within $M_2$. It suggests that retailer should take advantage of time phase in which demand increases. By encouraging buyer to pay early with offer of discount in purchase price will reduce cash-out flow risk for the vendor. One can incorporate deterioration of items, finite replenishment, stochastic demand pattern etc. to get more beneficial analysis.

### Appendix A: Computation of Inventory at Any Instant of Time $t$ and Purchase Quantity $Q$

The inventory level in warehouse changes due to price-sensitive trapezoidal demand and deterioration rate of units in the warehouse. The rate of change of inventory at any instant of time $t$ is governed by the differential equation

$$\frac{dI(t)}{dt} = -R(P,t) - \theta I(t); 0 \leq t \leq T$$

with the initial condition $I(T) = 0$.

The solution of the differential equation is

$$I(t) = \begin{cases} I_1(t); & 0 \leq t \leq u_1 \\ I_2(t); & u_1 \leq t \leq u_2 \\ I_3(t); & u_2 \leq t \leq T \end{cases}$$

where

$$I_2(t) = \frac{aP^{-\eta}(1+b_1u_1)}{\theta} \left[ -1 + e^{b_2(t-u_2)} \right] + \left( P^{-\eta} \frac{a(1+b_1u_1)e^{b_2u_2}}{\theta-b_2} \left[ e^{-b_2T+\theta(T-t)} - e^{-b_2u_2+\theta u_2-\theta} \right] \right)$$

$$I_3(t) = P^{-\eta} \left( \frac{a(1+b_1u_1)e^{b_2u_2}}{\theta-b_2} \left[ e^{-b_2T+\theta(T-t)} - e^{-b_2t} \right] \right)$$

Using $I(0) = Q$, we get...


\[
Q = \begin{cases}
& a P^{-\eta} \left[ -\frac{1}{\theta} + \frac{b_1}{\theta^2} + \frac{1+b_1u_1}{\theta} e^{\theta u_1} - \frac{b_1}{\theta^2} e^{\theta u_1} \right] + \\
& P^{-\eta} \left[ \frac{a(1+b_1u_1)}{\theta} \left[ e^{\theta u_2} - e^{\theta u_1} \right] \right] + \\
& P^{-\eta} \left[ \frac{a(1+b_1u_1)e^{b_2u_2}}{\theta-b_2} \left[ e^{-b_2 T + \theta T} - e^{-b_2 u_1 + \theta u_2} \right] \right]
\end{cases}
\]

Appendix B: Computation of Total Inventory during \([0,T]\)

Total inventory during \([0,T]\) is given by

\[
\int_0^T I(t) \, dt = \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_1(t) \, dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_2(t) \, dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_3(t) \, dt
\]

Appendix C: Computation of \(IE_{2,1}(\lambda T < M_1)\)

\[
IE_{2,1}(u_1 < u_2 < \lambda T < M_1) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t) \, dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t) \, dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t) \, dt \right]
\]

\[
+ \frac{PI_{bc} (1-\lambda) R P(M_2 - M_1)}{T} - \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \int_{0}^{\lambda M_1} t \cdot R_5(P,t) \, dt
\]

\[
IE_{2,1}(\lambda T < u_1 < u_2 < M_1) = IE_{2,1}(u_1 < u_2 < \lambda T < M_1)
\]

\[
IE_{2,1}(\lambda T < M_1 < u_1 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc} M_1}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t) \, dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t) \, dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t) \, dt \right]
\]

\[
- \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t) \, dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t) \, dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t) \, dt \right]
\]

\[
IE_{2,1}(u_1 < \lambda T < u_2 < M_1) = IE_{2,1}(u_1 < u_2 < \lambda T < M_1)
\]

\[
IE_{2,1}(u_1 < \lambda T < M_1 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t) \, dt + \int_{M_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t) \, dt \right]
\]

\[
+ \frac{PI_{bc} (1-\lambda) R P(M_2 - M_1)}{T} - \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t) \, dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t) \, dt \right]
\]

\[
IE_{2,1}(\lambda T < u_1 < M_1 < u_2) = IE_{2,1}(u_1 < \lambda T < M_1 < u_2)
\]

Appendix D: Computation of \(IC_{2,2}(\lambda T \geq M_1)\)

\[
IC_{2,2}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{C_b (1-\beta) I_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_3(t) \, dt
\]
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\[ IC_{2,2}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{C_b(1 - \beta)}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_1(t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{\lambda T} \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_2(t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{\lambda T} \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_3(t) dt \right] \]

\[ IC_{2,2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < u_2) = \frac{C_b(1 - \beta)}{T} \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_1(t) dt \]

\[ IC_{2,2}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{C_b(1 - \beta)}{T} \int_{M_1}^{u_2} I_2(t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{\lambda T} \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_3(t) dt \]

\[ IC_{2,2}(u_1 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{C_b(1 - \beta)}{T} \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_2(t) dt \]

\[ IC_{2,2}(M_1 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{C_b(1 - \beta)}{T} \int_{M_1}^{u_1} I_1(t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{\lambda T} \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_3(t) dt \]

Appendix E: Computation of \( IE_{2,2}(\lambda T \geq M_1) \)

\[ IE_{2,2}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{u_1} t \cdot R_1(P, t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P, t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_1} t \cdot R_3(P, t) dt \right] + \frac{PI_{bc}(1 - \lambda) R(P(M_2 - T))}{T} \]

\[ IE_{2,2}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P, t) dt + \frac{PI_{bc}(1 - \lambda) T}{\lambda T} \int_{0}^{\lambda T} t \cdot R_3(P, t) dt + \frac{PI_{bc}(1 - \lambda) R(P(M_2 - T))}{T} \]

\[ IE_{2,2}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{u_1} t \cdot R_1(P, t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_1} t \cdot R_2(P, t) dt \right] + \frac{PI_{bc}(1 - \lambda) (M_2 - T)}{T} \int_{0}^{u_1} R_1(P, t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} R_2(P, t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} R_3(P, t) dt \]

\[ IE_{2,2}(u_1 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P, t) dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_2(P, t) dt \right] + \frac{PI_{bc}(1 - \lambda) R(P(M_2 - T))}{T} \]

\[ + \frac{PI_{bc}(1 - \lambda) T}{\lambda T} \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_3(P, t) dt \]
\[ \text{IE}_{2,2}(M_1 < u_1 < \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}}{T} \int_0^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}(1-\lambda)RPM_2-T}{T} \left[ t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}(1-\lambda)}{T} \int_{u_2}^{u_1} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

**Appendix F: Computation of IC_{3,1}(\lambda T < M_1)**

\[ \text{IC}_{3,1}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 < M_2) = \frac{C_{bc}I_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{T} I_3(t)dt \]

\[ \text{IC}_{3,1}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) = \text{IC}_{3,1}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 < M_2) \]

\[ \text{IC}_{3,1}(M_1 < M_2 < u_1 < u_2) = \frac{C_{bc}I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_1} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_2(t)dt + \int_{M_1}^{T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]

\[ \text{IC}_{3,1}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < M_2) = \text{IC}_{3,1}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 < M_2) \]

\[ \text{IC}_{3,1}(u_1 < M_1 < M_2 < u_2) = \text{IC}_{3,1}(u_1 < M_1 < M_2 < u_2) \]

\[ \text{IC}_{3,1}(M_1 < u_1 < M_2 < u_2) = \text{IC}_{3,1}(u_1 < M_1 < M_2 < u_2) \]

**Appendix G: Computation of IE_{3,1}(\lambda T < M_1)**

\[ \text{IE}_{3,1}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 < M_2) = \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_0^{u_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{M_1} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ + \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt + \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}(M_1-\lambda T)}{T} \int_{M_1}^{M_2} R_3(P,t)dt \]

\[ \text{IE}_{3,1}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) = \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_0^{u_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \right. \]

\[ + \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{M_1} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ + \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}(M_1-\lambda T)}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_1} R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{M_1} R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ \text{IE}_{3,1}(M_1 < M_2 < u_1 < u_2) = \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_0^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \right. \]

\[ + \frac{\text{PI}_{bc}(M_1-\lambda T)}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_1} R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{M_1} R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]
IE_{3.1}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < M_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_0^{u_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_1} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt \right] \\
+ \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \\
+ \frac{PI_{bc}(M_1 - \lambda T)}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} R_2(P,t)dt \right] \\

IE_{3.1}(u_1 < M_1 < M_2 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_0^{u_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_1} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt \right] \\
+ \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \\
+ \frac{PI_{bc}(M_1 - \lambda T)}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} R_3(P,t)dt \right] \\

IE_{3.1}(M_1 < u_1 < M_2 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_0^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \right] \\
+ \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt \right] \\
+ \frac{PI_{bc}(M_1 - \lambda T)}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} R_3(P,t)dt \right] \\

Appendix H: Computation of IC_{3.2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2)

IC_{3.2}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt + \int_{M_2}^{T} I_3(t)dt \right] \\

IC_{3.2}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T < M_2) = IC_{3.1}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) \\
+ \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_1} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_2(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] \\

IC_{3.2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) = IC_{3.1}(M_1 < M_2 < u_1 < u_2) \\
+ \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_1(t)dt \right] \\

IC_{3.2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2 < u_1 < u_2) = IC_{3.1}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < M_2) \\
+ \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_1(t)dt \right] \\

IC_{3.2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2 < u_1 < u_2) = IC_{3.1}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < M_2) \\
+ \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_1(t)dt \right] \\

IC_{3.2}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T < M_2) = IC_{3.1}(u_1 < M_1 < M_2 < u_2) \\
+ \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} I_2(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right]
\[ IC_{3.2}(u_1 < M_1 < \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) = IC_{3.1}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < M_2) + \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_2(t)dt \]

\[ IC_{3.2}(u_1 < M_1 < \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) = \frac{C_b I_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_2}^{T} I_2(t)dt + \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_2(t)dt \]

\[ IC_{3.2}(M_1 < u_1 < \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) = IC_{3.1}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) + \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_1} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{\lambda T} I_2(t)dt \right] \]

\[ IC_{3.2}(M_1 < u_1 < \lambda T < M_2 < u_2) = \frac{C_b I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_2}^{u_2} I_2(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{T} I_3(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_1} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{\lambda T} I_2(t)dt \right] \]

\[ IC_{3.2}(M_1 < u_1 < \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) = \frac{C_b I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_2}^{u_2} I_2(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{T} I_3(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \int I_1(t)dt \]

**Appendix I: Computation of** \( IE_{3.2}(M_1 < \lambda T < M_2) \)

\[ IE_{3.2}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 < \lambda T < M_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(u_1 < u_2 < \lambda T < M_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(M_1 < u_1 < \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(M_1 < \lambda T < u_1 < u_2 < M_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{0}^{u_1} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(M_1 < \lambda T < M_2 < u_1 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{0}^{M_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < \lambda T < M_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{u_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_1} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{M_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]
\[ IE_{3.2}(u_1 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt \right] + \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{\lambda T}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(u_1 < M_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt \right] + \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{\lambda T}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(M_1 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2 < M_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \right] + \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{\lambda T}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(M_1 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < M_2 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{M_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < M_2 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(M_1 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < M_2 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.2}(M_1 < u_1 < M_2 < M_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] + \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \]

\[ IE_{3.3}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < M_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt + \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.3}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < M_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.3}(M_1 < M_2 < u_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{0}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.3}(M_1 < M_2 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{0}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3.3}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < M_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{0}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_3(P,t)dt \right] \]
\[ IE_{3,3}(u_1 < M_1 < M_2 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_1} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3,3}(u_1 < M_1 < M_2 \leq \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{u_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_2(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3,3}(M_1 < u_1 < M_2 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{M_1} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3,3}(M_1 < u_1 < M_2 \leq \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \right] \]

\[ IE_{3,3}(M_1 < M_2 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{PI_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{M_2} t \cdot R_1(P,t)dt \right] . \]

Appendix L: Computation of \( IC_{3,3}(M_2 \leq \lambda T) \)

\[ IC_{3,3}(u_1 < u_2 < M_1 < M_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \int_{u_1}^{M_1} I_1(t)dt + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \int_{M_1}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt + \int_{\lambda T}^{T} I_3(t)dt \]

\[ IC_{3,3}(M_1 < u_1 < u_2 < M_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{M_1} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_2(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]

\[ + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{\lambda T}^{T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]

\[ IC_{3,3}(M_1 < M_2 < u_1 < u_2 \leq \lambda T) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{M_1} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_2(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]

\[ + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{\lambda T}^{T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]

\[ IC_{3,3}(M_1 < M_2 \leq \lambda T < u_1 < u_2) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_1}^{M_1} I_1(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]

\[ + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{\lambda T}^{T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]
\[ IC_{3,3}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < M_2 < \lambda T) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_2} I_2(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_2}^{u_2} I_3(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]

\[ IC_{3,3}(u_1 < M_1 < u_2 < \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_1} I_2(t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_2(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_2}^{u_2} I_3(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]

\[ IC_{3,3}(M_1 < u_1 < M_2 < \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_1} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{u_2} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_2}^{u_2} I_3(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]
\[ IC_{3,3}(M_1 < M_2 < u_1 \leq \lambda T < u_2) = \frac{C_b(1-\beta)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_1}^{u_1} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_1}^{\lambda T} I_2(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{M_2}^{u_2} I_1(t)dt + \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_2(t)dt \right] + \frac{C_b(1-\lambda)I_{bc}}{T} \left[ \int_{u_2}^{\lambda T} I_3(t)dt \right] \]
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